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Abstract 

New and fresh thinking in climate change education is called for to advance our understanding in 

curriculum, instruction, assessment, teacher education, and policy. Learning progression (LP) 

research offers the potential to add new insights.  Three original hypothetical learning 

progressions (LPs) for major consequences of climate change—extreme weather, enhanced 

urban heat island effect, and sea level rise—are presented. Using empirical data from middle 

school learners and undergraduate students, we demonstrated a process for moving the 

hypothetical Sea Level Rise LP to an empirically-supported conditional LP. 
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Supporting the Inclusion of Climate Change in U.S. Science Education Curricula by Use of 

Learning Progressions 

Introduction 

As this book exemplifies, climate change is a defining sustainability challenge of our 

times that requires new thinking throughout the components of the education system worldwide 

(curriculum, instruction, assessment, teacher education, and policy). This is especially needed in 

the U.S. due to its recent inclusion of the climate change topic for the first time in U.S. science 

standards (Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) Lead States, 2013).  In this chapter we 

report contributions of new and fresh thinking in climate change education from our Maryland 

and Delaware Climate Change Education, Assessment, and Research (MADE CLEAR) learning 

sciences team, as supported by two grants from the National Science Foundation’s Climate 

Change Education Program1. 

To add potentially new thinking to climate change education, we made the compelling 

argument that it would be productive if the project used as its organizing framework the theory 

of learning progressions (Krajcik, Sutherland, Drago, & Merritt, 2012) in its investigations. The 

two states participating in MADE CLEAR had adopted the NGSS, and learning progressions 

(LPs) served a major role in their development. The NGSS are intended to develop deep 

understanding of the most important science concepts in a coherent manner from grades K to 12. 

Learning progressions support this achievement, because LPs describe the way in which 

learners’ ideas about a topic become more sophisticated over the years through sustained 

learning opportunities and targeted instruction.  

Furthermore, since the project proposed to advance knowledge of how learners from 

                                                        
1 For additional information on the MADE CLEAR project and the Learning Sciences Research 
team,  visit www.madeclear.org and www.climateEdResearch.org, respectively. 
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diverse regional areas of Maryland and Delaware (coastal, metropolitan, and rural/suburban) 

learned about climate change, developing LPs that aligned well with observable consequences of 

climate change (U.S. Global Research Program, 2014) in those diverse regions was 

recommended and accepted.  The LPs that we identified as most relevant to the learners from the 

three regions that constituted Maryland and Delaware were sea level rise, the enhanced urban 

heat island effect, and extreme weather (McGinnis, 2013). The development of these three LPs 

was necessary since the LPs would serve as guides for the projects’ efforts to include climate 

change education in science teacher preparation and in science teacher professional development.  

The development of a LP for climate change itself, a very complex and dynamic construct, was 

viewed as something that could only be realistically considered for our research team to pursue 

once at least one of those smaller in scope consequences of climate change LPs was 

accomplished.  An initial focus on an LP, such as sea level rise, would allow for additional 

advances in the education research field’s (and in the team’s) conceptual and methodological 

knowledge in LP design and validation. 

Learning Progressions2 

Duschl, Schweingruber, and Shouse (2007) defined LPs as descriptions of the 

increasingly sophisticated ways that learners can think about a science topic over time. LPs are 

generally organized into qualitatively different levels of achievement that represent increasingly 

sophisticated ways of thinking (Lehrer & Schauble, 2012). The levels in LPs are considered 

conceptual steppingstones, benchmarks, or landmarks, which educators can use as diagnostic 

tools and instructional targets to coordinate curriculum, instruction, and assessment (Duncan & 

Hmelo-Silver, 2009). By implementing detailed curriculum and targeted assessment that map to 

                                                        
2 This section is drawn from Hestness, McGinnis, Breslyn, McDonald, Mouza, Shea, & 
Wellington (2014) and Hestness, McDonald, Breslyn, McGinnis & Mouza (2014). 
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big ideas in a domain over time, LPs are posited to assist researchers and educators in identifying 

the learning pathways students navigate and to inform pedagogical strategies to support future 

learning (Lehrer & Schauble, 2009).   

As noted by Lehrer and Schauble (2009) and Furtak and Morrison (2013), however, a 

major challenge to LPs is that they are often represent learning as linear and hierarchal when in 

fact several studies point to the notion that students thinking may follow a number of different 

trajectories or pathways influenced by the context in which the learners’ inhabit (NRC, 2007; 

Nehm & Ha, 2011; Heredia, Furtak, & Morrison, 2012). Informed by those findings, we thought 

it prudent in our MADE CLEAR research to develop LPs that aligned with regional observations 

of climate change that learners would make in different geographical regions of Maryland and 

Delaware. 

Climate Change in the Next Generation Science Standards 

Before focusing our attention on crafting hypothetical LPs for our three LPs (sea level 

rise, enhanced heat island effect, and extreme weather) we needed to first become familiar with 

how our primary resource (the NGSS) included climate change as a Disciplinary Core Idea 

(DCI). Based on that analysis, we anticipated that we would be more informed of the areas in 

which these three consequences of climate change were referenced. We then could engage in 

additional in-depth research on those three consequences by examining the science education 

research literature on learners’ thinking, the AAAS Atlas  (American Association for the 

Advancement of Science [AAAS], 2003), and feedback from science content experts. We first 

conducted a review of the NGSS for the presence of climate change in the performance standards 

in which we agreed the topic was explicitly referenced. We next broadened our review of the 

topic in the NGSS by searching for terms that we called proximal, which we agreed were close to 
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climate change but not explicit (see, McGinnis, McDonald, & Breslyn, 2013, for a 

comprehensive listing of these proximal performance standards). 

We found that NGSS performance standards explicitly addressing climate change in the 

NGSS were present at the middle and high school levels. Those standards used the terms “global 

temperatures,” “changes in climate,” or “climate change.” One middle school standard addressed 

the cause of rising global temperatures (MS-ESS3-5). At the high school level, standards 

introduced the constructs of evidence for climate change (HS-ESS3-1), climate modeling (HS-

ESS2-4, HS-ESS3- 5), and geoengineering (HS-ESS3-4).  

Our analysis of the NGSS for close or proximal performance standards connections for 

climate change revealed a more substantial presence of the topic throughout K-12. Though 

climate change is not explicitly included in the NGSS at the elementary grades (K-5) the 

performance standards at this level address the scientific constructs that are the foundations of 

climate change science. For example, the kindergarten performance standards involve the 

scientific constructs of solar energy (K-PS3-1, K-PS3-2), weather patterns (K-ESS2-1), and 

severe weather (K-ESS3-2). In later elementary grades (1 through 5), the performance standards 

elaborate on additional scientific constructs fundamental to an understanding of climate change: 

Solar energy (1-PS4-3, 4-PS3-2), weather patterns (3-ESS2-1), severe weather (3-ESS3-1), and 

the relationships between living organisms and the environment (3-LS4-3, 3-LS4-4, 5-LS1-1, 5- 

LS2-1). However, there is also the appearance of the concept that Earth can change quickly or 

slowly (2-ESS1-1). This is an important idea in climate change science, since climate change is a 

gradual process occurring over timescales unfamiliar to normal human experience.  

The middle school performance standards mark the first introduction of atomic-molecular 

models (MS-PS1-1). Atomic-molecular models are necessary to understand how the carbon 
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cycle and the thermal expansion of water relate to climate change and its impacts (e.g., sea level 

rise).  

The high school performance standards present an even more sophisticated level of 

understanding of the constructs associated with climate change. For example, the high school 

standards formally introduce the carbon cycle (HS-ESS2-6), which is a key central construct in 

climate change science.  

Hypothetical Learning Progressions of Three Consequences of Climate Change 

 In developing hypothetical learning progressions for our three LPs (enhanced urban heat 

island effect, extreme weather, and sea level rise) we were assisted by our comprehensive review 

of the NGSS for the presence of climate change (explicitly and proximally) in the performance 

expectations.  From our review of LPs, we were aware that a variety of approaches existed for 

the development of a learning progression (Duschl, Maeng, & Sezen, 2011; Salinas, 2009; 

Shavelson, 2012).  It was acknowledged that which approach was taken by researchers depended 

on the nature of the construct, access to participants, and the researchers’ methodological 

preferences. We decided that since the Water Cycling LP by Gunckel, Covitt, Salinas, and 

Anderson (2012) was environmentally focused and included an emphasis on impacts, as did the 

topics we had targeted for LP development, we would model our three hypothetical LPs after its 

four level structure which represented learners’ increasing sophistication of understanding over 

time by level and by multiple dimensions. The lower anchor (what would be expected of learners 

to hold of the construct when they entered school) would be level one, and the upper anchor 

(what would be expected of learners to hold of the construct when they completed 12th grade) 

would be level four.  Levels two and three would represent conceptual areas in LPs that Gotwals 

and Songer (2010, p. 259) termed “messy middles,” where learners development of the ability to 
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reason scientifically about complex topics is complicated and may not be the same for pathway 

for all learners.  

 Our task to draft hypothetical LPs for our three consequences of climate change was 

made more feasible by our earlier decisions of how to structure our LPs and which primary 

source material to use to develop them. As a result, we were able to construct our desired three 

hypothetical LPs for the consequences of climate change in the three regions in which the 

learners in our project lived.  See Table 1 (Hypothetical Learning Progression for Enhanced 

Urban Heat Island Effect), Table 2 (Hypothetical Learning Progression for Extreme Weather), 

and Table 3 (Hypothetical Learning Progression for Sea Level Rise). 

Table 1 

Hypothetical Learning Progression for Enhanced Urban Heat Island Effect 
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Table 2 

Hypothetical Learning Progression for Extreme Weather 

 

 

Table 3 

Hypothetical Learning Progression for Sea Level Rise 
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A Case in Point:  Sea Level Rise (SLR) 

Recognizing the limitations of our three hypothetical LPs, particularly that the LPs were 

informed empirically by student thinking as reported in the literature, and they had not benefited 

from expert science content consultation, we decided to focus first on refining the Sea Level Rise 

LP by use of science instruction and analysis of learner’s conceptual understanding of the 

construct.  From that experience, we hoped to report an example of how one hypothetical LP 

could be further developed by targeted instruction and by use of empirical data of learners’ 
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thinking. We decided to select sea level rise as that example.  Research by McNeill & Pimentel, 

2010 on learners’ understandings of climate change has suggested that place and context may 

have the potential to shape learners’ perspectives on climate change.  Our Maryland and 

Delaware context with coastal areas along both states influenced to a large extent our decision to 

select sea level rise for this next step of our learning progressions research in climate change 

education. Lester, Ma, Lee, and Lambert (2006) provided evidence that learners in their coastal 

context attended to sea level rise as an aspect of climate change that was relevant to their own 

lives. Because the learners in our study were likewise located in a region likely to be affected by 

sea level rise (U.S. Global Change Research Program, 2014), we posited that the topic would be 

of particular relevance and interest to them.  

 We first conducted a review of the scientific literature to determine what is known 

scientifically about sea level rise. Three analytical categories emerged:  causes and mechanisms, 

scale and representation and impacts. As a result of this information from the scientific 

community, we revised the dimensions in our original SLR LP to correspond to them, and not to 

the four dimensions with which we had taken from Gunckel et al. (2012).  

We next reviewed the science education literature on learners’ conceptions of sea level 

rise. We found that only a few studies have included the topic of sea level rise within larger 

examinations of learners’ climate change knowledge. Rebich and Gautier (2005), and 

Shepardson, Niyogi, Choi, and Charusombat (2011) reported that many learners are aware that 

ocean levels are likely to rise as a result of melting polar ice. However, they also found that 

many of the learners may fail to consider the role of thermal expansion in sea level rise. Choi, 

Niyogi, Shepardson, and Charusombat (2010) suggested that this conceptual omission might 

relate to the information communicated in Earth Science textbooks for such learners. Their 
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analysis reveals that textbooks typically attribute sea level rise to ice melt and fail to represent 

the complexity of the issue and Earth’s systems. Shepardson et al. also reported that learners may 

hold the view that sea levels will rise as a result of increased precipitation, or that their view of 

evaporation led them to think that sea levels declined or stayed the same as a result of 

evaporation.  

 Informed by what we had learned by our review of the policy and science education 

material, we next spent considerable time in collecting empirical data from learners (seventh 

grade middle school learners in three suburban public schools, n = 95, and senior level teacher 

education undergraduates at a MidAtlantic University, college, n = 77)3.  By administration of 

open-ended surveys, responses to questions in researcher-crafted online sea level modules for 

middle school learners and for prospective teachers of science, interviews, and a researcher-

crafted instrument (16 multiple choice items accompanied by an explanation for why they 

selected their choices) aligned with the three dimensions of our hypothetical SLR LP, we asked 

learners to describe what they knew about sea level, especially its causes and impacts (16 

multiple choice items accompanied by an explanation for why they selected their choices).  

From these empirical data we gained insight into our learners’ thinking about sea level 

rise. Encouragingly, informed by three hours of instruction by their classroom teachers in their 

school district’s Weather and Climate curriculum topic the middle school learners knew much 

about sea level rise that conforms to canonical scientific understandings. This includes that sea 

level rise is caused by global warming/climate change, which causes increased ice melt on 

                                                        
3 This section is informed particularly by unpublished findings of middle school learners 
thinking of sea level rise by co-author McDonald that were collected for his in-process 
dissertation study, “A Process For Developing And Refining A Learning Progression On Sea 
Level Rise Using Learner Explanations.” 
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Earth’s surface that could impact humans. As stated by one middle level learner, “I know in some 

places and southeast Asia, um, if sea level, like, rose even a few feet, it would displace millions 

of people.”  Learners knew that water cycles among land, ocean, and atmosphere and that water 

movement causes weathering and erosion, changing landscape features. Learners also knew that 

the fact that matter is composed of atoms and molecules could be used to explain the properties 

of substances, diversity of materials, states of matter, phase changes, and conservation of matter. 

Additionally, learners knew that kinetic energy could be distinguished from the various forms of 

potential energy. Energy changes to and from each type can be tracked through physical or 

chemical interactions. The relationship between the temperature and the total energy of a system 

depends on the types, states, and amounts of matter. 

Conversely, we learned from collecting and interpreting data on middle school learners’ 

thinking about sea level rise that some learners might express alternative conceptions. For 

example, learners may explain that the moon’s gravity causes sea level change, conflating the 

cause of tides with the causes of sea level rise. As stated by one middle school learner, “When 

the Ice melts more water goes into the sea increasing the sea level. The moons gravity pulls 

water towards it so when it’s above the seawater gets pulled under it raising the sea level.  And, 

learners may believe that an iceberg, or sea ice, would contribute to sea level rise, even though 

icebergs already occupy volume in the sea in solid form, because they are already floating in the 

sea. As stated by a middle school learner, “The melting of ice berg (global warming in a sense) 

ice berg melt (sic) in the heat so where does the melted ice go? Exactly the ocean! The ocean 

takes all the water and with the extra water the ocean sea level rises.” 

Our sensemaking of our learners’ thinking about sea level rise in middle school and at the 

collegiate level where we employed the same process of instruction and analysis of learner 
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thinking of the construct enabled us to refine our hypothetical SLR LP (the undergraduate 

sample was instrumental in assisting us to establish the upper anchor). In Table 4, we present our 

current version (termed “conditional”) of our Sea Level Rise LP consisting of three components:  

Scale and Representations, Causes and Mechanisms, and Impacts (Breslyn, McGinnis, 

McDonald, & Hestness, 2016, accepted). 

Table 4 

Conditional Learning Progression for Sea Level Rise 

 

The transition from a hypothetical LP, to what we have described as a “conditional LP” 

(i.e., empirically informed, but provisional in that it would benefit from the collection and 
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analysis of additional K-12 learner data from a diverse sample by age and geographical 

background), required an iterative and sustained effort. That included the analysis of empirical 

data to identify, not only growing knowledge about sea level rise, but also the qualitative shifts in 

understanding students experienced as their thinking grew in sophistication during targeted 

instruction of the topic. An example of a shift can be seen in the Scale and Representations 

component of the SLR LP.  As students advance in their understanding of the scale and 

representations of sea level rise they begin to understand that, although sea level is dynamic, it is 

the average sea level that is rising. This can lead to their viewing sea level rise as varying by 

geographic area as a result of driving forces (e.g., gravity and flow of water to lower areas) as 

well as constraining variables (e.g., topography) that influence the extent of sea level rise. As 

students progress, they are able to use representations such as graphs and tables to describe 

current and future sea levels and understand that future level are projections that may vary.  

Another example of such a shift can be seen in the Causes and Mechanisms component.   

Here students advance from the lower anchor, where explanations are more macroscopic, to a 

more atomic/molecular understanding of sea level rise. This allows them to include the concept 

of thermal expansion of water, the most significant contributor to rising sea levels, in their 

understanding of sea level rise. And for the Impacts component of the SLR LP, an example of 

such a shift is when students advance from lower anchors, where they consider sea level rise to 

be a gradual, consistent change, to thinking of sea level rise as a more dynamic phenomena 

where storm surge can intermittently lead to impacts further inland. They also are able to 

describe a wider range of consequences of sea level rise as they progress. At the upper anchors 

they can describe the influence of changing geographic features as well as ocean currents. 
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Finally, students understand projections are useful for predicting impacts, however, projections 

are based on models and are tentative and may change. 

A comparison of our conditional Sea Level Rise LP with our hypothetical LPs for 

Extreme Weather and the Enhanced Urban Heat Island Effect demonstrates how the process we 

used leads to a more refined (i.e., detailed and nuanced) description of student thinking of the 

topic.  

As stated, we now classify our hypothetical Sea Level Rise LP as “conditional,” rather 

than as a more initial status of  “hypothetical.”  While we consider our conditional Sea Level 

Rise LP to be more refined than our original hypothetical LP that we constructed based on policy 

documents and review of the literature on student thinking, it remains available for additional 

refinement contingent on what additional empirical data from a larger and more diverse sample 

might reveal. As a result, we believe our most current version of our conditional SLR LP along 

with accompanying materials (such as its assessment instrument and the Sea Level Module for 

science teacher educators) (see, Breslyn, McGinnis, McDonald, & Hestness, in press) may be 

used with confidence by those involved in climate change education, i.e., researchers, curriculum 

designers, science teacher educators, and practitioners (formal and informal).  

Conclusion 

Our decision to approach an investigation of climate change in science education by 

application of LP theory has been productive, yet much remains to be accomplished. Positively, 

by focusing on development of a limited subset of hypothetical LPs for the consequences of 

climate change that were selected to align with the geographical regions represented in our 

context has resulted in tangible progress in our quest to include climate change in science teacher 

education and in the science curriculum. Over much time and with considerable concerted effort 
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we have been able to empirically inform our hypothetical Sea Level Rise LP by use of data on 

learners’ thinking, and thus move it to a conditional state. As a result, our conditional Sea Level 

LP and the process by which we developed and refined it (along with accompanying educational 

material) are available to the field for use. Remaining to be accomplished is a similar outcome 

for the hypothetical LPs for Extreme Weather and the Enhanced Urban Heat Island Effect. We 

offer them to others who may wish to refine them similarly as we did for our conditional SLR LP 

by use of science instruction and collection and analysis of learners’ thinking of the constructs. 

Author Note 

This material is based on work supported by the National Science Foundation under 

Grant No. 1239758 CCEP-II: MADE CLEAR. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or 

recommendations expressed in this material are those of the authors and do not necessarily 

reflect the views of the National Science Foundation. 
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